Original Recipe

Have you ever found a fabric line that made you squeal right there in the middle of the fabric shop?
Have you ever found one that made you giggle with glee and rush to share it with your best quilty
friends? Winter Wonderland by Bunny Hill for Moda did that to me! I am beyond thrilled to be able to
share my quilt made from it with all of you!
I love, love, love the snowmen and the trucks. What could be better than snowmen driving pick up
trucks....perhaps a snugly quilt to make you laugh and keep you warm?!
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detail of Winter Wonderland panel
Peaks &amp; Paddocks is a simple quilt made from one, funky block.

I think I was thinking Snowball. I ended up with a center-less Shoo-fly. Either way, the block screams,
"You got it wrong!" I wanted to find out what would happen if you made a bunch of blocks, all with the
same irritating mistake in them, more on that later.
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Fabric Requirements:
Blocks
Red on White
White on Red
Red on Red
White on White
Inner Border + Binding
Outer Border
Backing

1 ¾ yards
½ yard
¼ yard
¼ yard
¾ yard
1 ¼ yards
3 ½ yards

What I used
Selections from fat quarter bundle
SKU#2870AB

SKU#2875-15 red on red, twigs &amp;
berries
SKU#2871-12 red on white, snowmen
SKU#2872-18 white on red, cars

Cutting Directions:
 From Red on White
o 80, 4 ½” x 4 ½” squares
 Cut a total of 20, 4 ½” x 18” rectangles from fat quarters

Sub cut each rectangle into 4, 4 ½” x 4 ½” squares for a total of 80 squares
o 24, 5” x 5” squares for half square triangles (HSTS)
 Cut a total of 6, 5” x 22” rectangles from fat quarters
 Sub cut each rectangle into 4, 5” x 5” squares for a total of 24 squares
 From White on Red
o 24, 5” x 5” squares for HSTS
 Cut a total of 6, 5” x 22” rectangles from fat quarters
 Sub cut each rectangle into 4, 5” x 5” squares for a total of 24 squares
 From Red on Red
o 8, 5” x 5” squares for HSTS
 Cut a total of 2, 5” x 22” rectangles from fat quarters
 Sub cut each rectangle into 4, 5” x 5” squares for a total of 8 squares
 From White on White
o 8, 5” x 5” squares for HSTS
 Cut a total of 2, 5” x 22” rectangles from fat quarters
 Sub cut each rectangle into 4, 5” x 5” squares for a total of 8 squares
 From Inner Border Fabric
o 5, 1 1/2” x width of fabric (wof) strips for inner border
o 2, 2” x 2” squares for inner border setting squares for HSTS
o 2, 5” x 5” squares for outer border setting squares for HSTS
o 6, 2 ½” x wof strips for binding

From Outer Border Fabric
o 5, 4 ½” x wof strips for outer border
o 2, 2” x 2” squares for inner border setting squares for HSTS
o 2, 5” x 5” squares for outer border setting squares for HSTS
Sewing Directions:

Blocks
o General description
 Each 12” finished block (actually measures 12 ½” x 12 ½” to allow for ¼” seam
allowances) is made from 9, 4 ½” x 4 ½” patches.
 5 patches are 4 ½” x 4 ½” squares

4 patches are pieced HSTS
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o
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HSTS


The block is based on the classic Shoo-fly design with two exceptions.
1. There is not contrasting center to my block.
2. One of the corners is WRONG! If you looked at the picture above and
thought, “Oh, Cindy drew this one wrong.” You are absolutely right;
however, I did it on purpose. Over the last 11 months I have been
exploring what happens when you make a bunch of blocks wrong on
purpose. The results might surprise you. They did me. You can check
them out under the “Oops” tab of my block of the month blog, Quilty
Friends.





Gather
 24, 5" x 5" squares red on white fabric for traditional corners
 24, 5" x 5" squares white on red fabric for traditional corners
 8, 5" x 5" squares red on red fabric for WRONG corners
 8, 5" x 5" squares white on white fabric for WRONG corners
On the wrong side of all squares with white background draw a diagonal line.
Layer 1 red on white square with 1 white on red square, right sides together
Sew 1/4 from each side of drawn line...yes, sew twice.







Cut on drawn line.
Being careful not to warp triangles, gently iron triangles open...into squares.
Iron seam allowances open.
You now have 2, HSTS
Trim HSTS to 4 1/2" x 4 1/2" square
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BLOCKS
 Gather
 48 traditional corner patch HSTS
 16 WRONG corner patch HSTS
 80, 4 1/2" x 4 1/2" red on white squares
 Making one block at a time, arrange 9 pieces in front of you to match drawing.
 Be careful to get the red triangles oriented correctly.










Repeat process with all red on white and white on red squares for a total of 48
HSTS for traditional corner patches
Repeat process with all red on red and white on white squares for a total of 16
HSTS for WRONG corner patches

Sew patches together to make rows
 Row 1: traditional HST with RED down and to the right; red on white
square; traditional HST with RED down and to the left.
 Row 2: red on white square; red on white square; red on white square
 Row 3: WRONG HST with Red down and to the left; red on white
square; traditional HST with Red UP and to the left.
Iron seam allowances towards the red on white square in rows 1 and 3
Iron seam allowances away from the center in row 2
Sew rows together to make block
Trim block to 12 1/2" x 12 1/2" square.
Repeat 15 times for a total of 16 blocks.

Quilt Top
o Gather

16 blocks
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Arrange blocks in a 4 x 4 grid being careful to orient them so that the WRONG HST
corners touch. (see arrows in layout diagram above)
Sew sets of 4 block rows.
With the WRONG HST on the side closest to you, iron all seam allowances in the same
direction.,

Sew rows together to make center of quilt.
 NOTE: If you ironed the seam allowances as suggested, the allowances will
snuggle together when you flip rows 2 and 4 to orient them correctly.
Iron seam allowances in the same direction.
Measure quilt and record below.
 It should measure something like 48 1/2" x 48 1/2".
 ________ wide
 ________ long

Borders
o Inner Border
 Gather
 5, 1 1/2” x width of fabric (wof) strips for inner border
 2, 2” x 2” squares inner border fabric
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 2, 2” x 2” squares outer border fabric
Setting Squares
 Using method described above make 4, 1 1/2" x 1 1/2" HSTS from 2" x
2" squares
Edge pieces
 Cut 1, 1 1/2" x wof strip into 4 equal pieces measuring 1 1/2" x 10 1/2"
give or take.
 Sew 1, 1 1/2" x 10 1/2" section to the skinny edge of each 1 1/2" x wof
strip.
 Iron seam allowances open.
 Using measurements recorded above, cut strips to lengths equal to the
side of your top. They should be very close to 1 1/2" x 48 1/2" each.
Sew edge pieces to 2, parallel sides of top.
Iron seam allowances toward the border.
Being careful to orient the corners in the correct direction, sew setting squares
to ends of remaining edge pieces. See diagram below.

Iron seam allowances toward the setting blocks.
Sew pieces to remaining border-less edges of quilt
Iron seam allowances toward borders.
Measure quilt and record below.
 It should measure 50 1/2" x 50 1/2"
 _______wide
 _______long
Outer Border
 Gather
 5, 4 ½” x wof strips for outer border
 2, 5” x 5” squares outer border fabric
 2, 5” x 5” squares inner border fabric
 Setting Squares
 Using the method described above make 4, 4 1/2" x 4 1/2" HSTS from 5"
x 5" squares
 Edge pieces
 Cut 1, 4 1/2" x wof strip into 4 equal pieces measuring 4 1/2" x 10 1/2"
give or take.
 Sew 1, 4 1/2" x 10 1/2" section to the skinny edge of each 4 1/2" x wof
strip.
 Iron seam allowances open.
 Using measurements recorded above, cut strips to lengths equal to the
side of your top. They should be very close to 4 1/2" x 50 1/2" each.
 Sew edge pieces to 2, parallel sides of top.
 Iron seam allowances towards the border.
 Being careful to orient the corners in the correct direction, sew setting squares
to ends of remaining edge pieces. See diagram below.





o



 Iron seam allowances toward the setting blocks.
 Sew pieces to remaining border-less edges of quilt
 Iron seam allowances toward borders.
Layer and quilt as desired.
o I quilted mine with white thread in Christmas Snow by Anne Bright
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General Description of Quilt
16, 12” finished blocks in a 4 x 4 grid
2 borders
1” finished inner border with tiny half square triangle (hst) setting squares
4” finished outer border with large hst setting squares
As described the quilt finishes out at 59” x 59”
I hope you enjoy my pattern. Please share a picture of your completed quilt with me! I have a Tops to
Treasures Flickr group just for that purpose! Come join the group.
Stop by my blog, Tops to Treasures to win one of the wonderful Winter Wonderland panels!
Cindy Sharp
{www.topstotreasures.blogspot.com}
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